
CES 2018 Insight into the most inspiring new technologies  
connecting brands with consumers



The Consumer Electronic Show (CES), 
returned to Las Vegas this month for its 51st 
incarnation: once again delivering healthy 
doses of future vision, near term gadgetry and 
densely packed humanity.

CES is famous for delivering surprises -- this year’s event will be 
remembered for its torrential rain storms (the first rain Vegas had 
seen for a record 116 days) and a blackout that the power-hungry 
show triggered during day two. 

Even with some pundits positing that the bloom may be off the 
CES rose, the badge wearing crowds were back in force -- in 
record numbers in fact -- topping 185,000 this year. 

PHD was on the ground, dodging puddles and fording flooded 
booths in search of the most relevant and inspiring new tech 
to help marketers connect with increasingly elusive consumers. 
Through that lens, we compiled our take on the best bots, VPAs, 
wearables, screens and other gadgetry and gizmos to help you 
keep your finger on the pulse of the future. 
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2.5 MILLION 
Square ft of exhibit space

150 
Countries represented

184,000+ 
Attendees

3,900+ 
Exhibiting companies

58,000+ 
International attendees

116 
 Days since it last rained in Las Vegas

CES in numbers
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•  Over the top cute 
companion robot

•  This is one extremely 
well made up Alexa 
tower 

•  Incredibly advanced AI, can 
recognize different members 
of the family, learn tricks

• Striking rounded design

• $2,000 available this summer

•  AI replacing not just 
tasks but human 
decisions

•  The ultimate experience 
of a connected device is 
to forget it

•  Your food and wellness 
choices made by your 
own DNA

•  App scans make it 
actionable in-store

•  Creates a silent  
heartbeat vibration on 
the inside of the wrist

•  Reduces stress and  
increases focus

•  $179

First headphones designed for VR

Ween AI

DNA Nudge

Doppel
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•  Scrabble playing, drink 
mixing, good time guy

•  A breathalyzer for your digestive tract

•  Hospital grade, now available portably and 
affordably

FoodMarble AIREBuddy

AVA

Sony Aibo

ITRI•  Ava’s innovation is all about her ability to 
manipulate objects with her arms, which are a 
major leap forward for robot articulation 

•  Estimated cost:  
“a family trip overseas”
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•  Digital twin that simulates  
your personal response to  
medication in real time

•  Autonomous Store Platform

•  AI meets facial recognition meets  
behavioral tracking

•  Pilot in “coming months”

•  VR meets exercise science

•  Virtual motivation

•  Boutiques opening “later 2018”

•  Designed to replace  
traditional CCTV

•  Proactive camera  
robots to actively  
look for possible danger

•  Wearable personal safety device with a 24/7 
direct line to support

•  Build out your profile with pertinent information 

•  Price:  $129 for 12 months of dedicated service

•  The ultimate brushing experience

•  AR meets motion tracking  
meets cavities

•  Under $30 each; September launch

AR4X

Ripple
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Kolibree Majik

Black Box VR

•  A rapid, portable, food allergen  
& ingredient detection device

Allergy Amulet

ExactCure

•  In the case of a fall followed by immobility, the shoe 
immediately triggers a pre-programmed alarm

•  Buy the shoes and monthly service subscriptions
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•  146” Modular screen made with new Micro LED 
technology

•  Made of 25 million sub pixels each no thicker 
than a human hair

•  Maintains incredible thinness while placing speaker 
at the back of the screen

•  Vibrates the screen as part of the resonance

•  World’s first OLED quality screen that can 
be rolled up and put away just like an old 
projector screen

•  Home drone best  
not left alone 

•  World’s first Body Conduction Unit

•  When picking up a phone is too inconvenient

•  An entirely new mating  
of phone and laptop

•  Phone becomes  
your track pad  
and laptop allows  
you to extend power of your phone

•  Creates premium cocktails on demand

•  Price: $299.00

•  Bluetooth voice mask for mobile phones

•  External speaker for additional masking sounds

•  $200 this year

The Wall
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Sony OLED

LG Display

Razer Project Linda
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Aevena

SGNL

Bartesian

Hushme
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BOT OR NOT?  
Robots may be your next customers

OUTSOURCED DECISIONS 
Beyond behaviors: know what your customer is made of

WILL IT BLEND 
Start with pain points, not tech

FEARTECH 
Don’t just help, rescue

SCREENS SCREENS 
Where there’s a wall, there’s a way

Marketing 
implications



phdmedia.com


